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Inertial confinement fusion fuel suffers increased X-ray radiation losses when carbon from the
capsule ablator mixes into the hot-spot. Here we present one and two-dimensional ion Vlasov-
Fokker-Planck simulations that resolve hot-spot self heating in the presence of a localized spike of
carbon mix, totalling 1.9% of the hot-spot mass. The mix region cools and contracts over tens
of picoseconds, increasing its alpha particle stopping power and radiative losses. This makes a
localized mix region more severe than an equal amount of uniformly distributed mix. There is also
a purely kinetic effect that reduces fusion reactivity by several percent, since faster ions in the tail
of the distribution are absorbed by the mix region. Radiative cooling and contraction of the spike
induces fluid motion, causing neutron spectrum broadening. This artificially increases the inferred
experimental ion temperatures and gives line of sight variations.
INTRODUCTION
Fusion reactions between light elements may yield a
clean source of nuclear energy, with few long-lived waste
products. To achieve sufficient energy gain with a con-
tainable yield, the fuel must be compressed to much
greater than solid density. This has been achieved using
laser ablative compression, for example at the national ig-
nition facility [1–3]. Achievement of ignition would have
far reaching applications in nuclear physics and experi-
mental stockpile stewardship.
In the typical scheme, ignition occurs in a hot cen-
tral region of the compressed fuel, known as the hot-
spot. The burn wave then propagates into the colder
and denser surrounding fuel. Sufficient fusion reactiv-
ity requires hydrogen temperature T > 4.5 keV. If the
hot-spot areal density ρr > 0.3 gcm−2, fast alpha parti-
cles are mostly confined to the hot-spot and conduction
losses are tolerable [4].
Previous kinetic numerical studies [5, 6] found that
particle collisions keep the fuel ion distributions close
to Maxwellian, despite depletion of the faster ions due
to fusion. The Maxwellian averaged fusion reactivity is
accurate to better than 1%. However, a more serious
reactivity reduction occurs due to dense fuel boundaries
[7–11]. This is because the fast ions have a long mean
free path and may be absorbed by the boundary layer, re-
ducing yield [8]. Kinetic effects during the implosion can
also lead to deuterium tritium species separation [12, 13].
Another significant consideration is the incursion of
the surrounding carbon ablator material into the hot fu-
sion core [14, 15], introducing further boundaries within
the hot-spot. Bremsstrahlung radiation increases rapidly
with ion atomic number, lowering the temperature and
fusion yield in carbon mix regions.
In this work, we adapt the Fokker-Planck method of
reference [16] to simulate the evolution of the hot-spot
with localized regions of ablator mix. Increased electron
bremsstrahlung radiation causes rapid cooling and leads
to steep temperature gradients and non-local effects. The
mix region Knudsen layer reduces the fusion reactivity.
We find that radiative contraction of the mix region in-
creases its density and therefore its radiative losses. Act-
ing as a barrier to alpha particle transport, it reduces
the effective hot-spot areal density. These effects make
a localized mix spike more detrimental than uniformly
distributed mix. The contraction also contributes to the
broadening of the fusion neutron spectrum, leading to
overestimates in the inferred ion temperature.
Experimental presence of ablator mix was confirmed
with a corresponding increase of X-ray yield on lower fu-
sion yield shots [17–19]. Ablator mix may occur due to
diffusion near the time of stagnation [20, 21] or target en-
gineering defects exacerbated by the non-linear Rayleigh-
Taylor instability [22, 23]. These asymmetries can lead
to jets of carbon or tungsten dopant through the hot-
spot. Localized spikes of mix have been confirmed with
X-ray self emission images [24], showing increased emis-
sion from the tent and fill tube positions.
Three-dimensional radiation-hydrodynamic simula-
tions also produced jets of ablator mix [23, 25]. Radiative
cooling produces steep temperature gradients around the
mix region. The estimated hydrogen ion mean free path
was λmfp = 50 nm and the temperature gradient scale-
length was 5µm, giving a Knudsen number λmfp|∇T |/T
of around 0.01, requiring kinetic corrections to heat flow
and fusion reactivity [8, 26, 27]. The development of
the fast alpha particle spectrum may also be influenced
by the mix region and its rapid evolution. As a result,
although a fluid simulation can predict the existence of
these mix regions, they incur additional hot-spot physics
that can only be treated with a kinetic model.
At the ignition threshold with T = 5keV and den-
sity ρ = 100 gcm−3, the Coulomb logarithm ln(Λ) =
0.5 ln(1 + λ2D/b
2
min) ≃ 3, where bmin is the minimum im-
pact parameter and λD is the Debye length [28]. Parti-
cle collisions will affect the plasma evolution and can be
2modelled using the Fokker-Planck operator [29]. Typical
collision timescales are sub-picosecond, much less than
the fuel stagnation timescale of 100 ps, so the electron
and hydrogen ion distributions are expected to be near
Maxwellian. This permits a simplified kinetic model al-
lowing small deviations from Maxwellian distributions,
allowing assessment of the kinetic corrections to fusion
reactivity.
In the first section of this paper, we describe the trun-
cated ion kinetic model and implementation. The second
section analyses a one-dimensional simulation and the ad-
ditional insights from the kinetic model. The third sec-
tion discusses the kinetic effect that reduces yield around
the mix region. The fourth section introduces a two-
dimensional simulation and the fifth section analyses it
to show how the mix region broadens the neutron spec-
trum. The final section summarises the results.
TRUNCATED KINETIC MODEL
The hot-spot is modelled in one or two Cartesian spa-
tial dimensions, with periodic boundaries. The physical
model follows that of Keskinen [30], in which the dis-
tribution functions fa (where a labels the species) are
decomposed in spherical coordinates in velocity space
with a Cartesian tensor expansion. Since the collisions
will cause fa to tend towards isotropy, the higher order
terms will quickly decay and the expansion can be ac-
curately truncated. The truncation is valid so long as
the mean fluid velocity is less than the thermal velocity,
which should be true after efficient conversion of the im-
plosion energy to hot-spot internal energy at stagnation.
This diffusive approximation yields
fa(t,x,v) = f0a(t,x, v) + vˆ.f1a(t,x, v), (1)
where v = |v|, vˆ = v/v and v is the particle veloc-
ity. This decomposition decreases the dimensionality of
the fa while retaining arbitrary anisotropic deviation in
any Cartesian direction. The quantity f0a is the isotropic
part of the distribution function and f1a is the anisotropic
part. Although the angular resolution of the anisotropy
is reduced by this approximation, it still allows emergent
kinetic phenomena such as Landau damping and flux lim-
ited heat flow.
The moments of the distribution functions give the
number density na, fluid velocity ua, energy density Ua
and temperature Ta, for ion species a of mass ma and
charge qa, via the integrals
na = 4π
∫
∞
0
f0av
2 dv, (2)
ua =
4π
3na
∫
∞
0
f1av
3 dv, (3)
Ua = 2πma
∫
∞
0
f0av
4 dv, (4)
Ua =
1
2
nama|ua|
2 +
3
2
nakBTa. (5)
The diffusive approximation is valid so long as the
contribution of the first term in equation (5) is small
compared to the second term. This rules out mod-
elling of the implosion (as previously achieved with one-
dimensional ion-kinetic codes [31]) but does allow effi-
cient two-dimensional modelling of the stagnated hot-
spot. As such, simulations will be initialized in the time
of peak fuel compression. This approximation also breaks
down during the later stages of ignition and burn wave
propagation, so the simulations will be curtailed once the
approximation (1) is no longer valid.
Inserting equation (1) into the non-relativistic Vlasov-
Fokker-Planck equation and averaging over angles leads
to the kinetic equations for each ion species [32, 33],
∂f0a
∂t
+
v
3
∇.f1a +
qa
3mav2
∂
∂v
(v2E.f1a) = C0a + Fa, (6)
∂f1a
∂t
+ v∇f0a +
qa
ma
E
∂f0a
∂v
= C1a. (7)
In addition to these ion equations, the electrons are
modelled as a fluid, with density and velocity found by
assuming quasi-neutrality and electrostatic approxima-
tions, neglecting magnetic effects. This fluid approach
is valid since the electron collision time is approximately
1 fs, much less than self-heating timescales. However,
the ion collision timescales are not negligible, requir-
ing the kinetic treatment. The quasi-neutral assumption
gives the electric field from the electron pressure gradient
E = −∇pe/(nee), where pe = nekBTe and is found from
equation (5). The electron energy density is evolved us-
ing a diffusion equation with Spitzer conductivity κS and
a flux limiter at 5% of the free streaming value,
∂Ue
∂t
+∇.[(pe + Ue)ue − κS∇Te] = 0. (8)
The collision term C0a was given by the Rosenbluth-
Fokker-Planck form [29, 33], where the collision operator
for each ion species a is summed over collisions with all
species b,
C0a(x, v) =
∑
b
Γab
3v2
∂
∂v
(
3
ma
mb
Ib0 + (I
b
2 + J
b
−1)v
∂
∂v
)
f0a,
(9)
Ibp(x, v) =
4π
vp
∫ v
0
f0b(x, w)w
2+p dw, (10)
Jbp(x, v) =
4π
vp
∫
∞
v
f0b(x, w)w
2+p dw, (11)
Γab =
q2aq
2
b ln(Λ)
4πǫ20m
2
a
. (12)
The collision operator was implemented with the im-
plicit, mass conserving method of Chang and Cooper [34],
allowing a time-step similar to the ion collision time. The
I and J integrals for electrons were performed analyti-
cally by assuming a Maxwellian distribution, whereas the
integrals were performed numerically for each ion species.
3Since the energy gained by ions must be lost by electrons,
energy was conserved by updating Ue accordingly.
The collision operator C1a is responsible for spreading
of the particle direction. When the diffusive approxima-
tion (1) is substituted in to the Fokker-Planck form given
by equation (2) in ref. [8], it yields the velocity dependent
Krook form [30, 33],
C1a = −
∑
b
Γabnb
v3
(f1a − fMa) , (13)
fMa = −uDT
∂f0a
∂v
. (14)
Although this is an approximation to the full Fokker-
Planck form, it is most accurate for the supra-thermal
ions responsible for the fusion reactivity reduction [8],
a key kinetic effect. There is also a correction to the
collision operator so that it more closely conserves mo-
mentum, tending towards fMa, the anisotropic part of a
Maxwellian with fluid velocity equal to the deuterium-
tritium fluid velocity.
The fusion term Fa in equation (6) used the
Maxwellian fusion reactivity formula [35], giving the vol-
umetric reaction rate r as a function of temperature.
There may be kinetic corrections to this formula, so the
more accurate reactivity will be post-processed by inte-
grating the full hydrogen distribution function from the
simulation. The hydrogen ion density was reduced and
the alpha particle distribution was increased using the
local r at each time-step. Alpha particles were initialized
with energy of 3.5MeV, with a small thermal spread.
The X-ray bremsstrahlung emission occurs due to col-
lisions between electrons and ions and is a primary loss
mechanism. The electron acceleration during collisions,
and therefore the radiated power, increase with the ion
atomic number Za. This means radiative losses will be
greater within regions of carbon mix. The electron volu-
metric emission rate was calculated in reference [4], as a
function of electron temperature in eV and the ion num-
ber densities in cm−3,
W (Te) = 1.69× 10
−32ne
√
Te
∑
a
naZ
2
aWcm
−3. (15)
The sum is taken over all ion species, which are assumed
fully ionized. Since equation (15) is only valid for weakly
coupled plasma and not the dense fuel shell, the model
imposes a smooth exponential cut-off of W for regions of
plasma with temperature below 1.5 keV. The boundary
conditions are open for the radiation and periodic for the
plasma. The plasma is assumed to be optically thin, such
that the radiation escapes.
An additional effect that has not been considered is re-
absorption of the bremsstrahlung radiation, which may
occur in the central mix region and reduce its radia-
tive cooling. The mix region spectrally averaged opti-
cal depth was estimated to approach 0.2 at the end of
the simulation, meaning corrections due to re-absorption
should be minimal.
ONE-DIMENSIONAL SIMULATION
Conditions were chosen close to the ignition threshold,
with uniform initial pressure and a hot-spot with peak
temperature 4.9 keV, fuel density 100 gcm−3 and areal
density ρr = 0.35 gcm−2. It was surrounded by a dense
fuel shell with density five times that of the hot-spot. The
one-dimensional Cartesian simulation domain had width
120µm, 288 cells and periodic boundaries. The velocity
grid consisted of 3000 points extending to 1.7×107ms−1.
The deuterium and tritium ions were modelled as a single
species with mass equal to 2.5 atomic mass units. The
addition of carbon and alpha particles made a total of
three ion species. The time-step was 20 fs, sufficiently
short to resolve the ion collision timescales. Note that
although the boundaries are periodic, the dense plasma
layer is thick enough to prevent transit of alpha particles
through the boundary. Fig. 1 shows the development
of the plasma under the ion kinetic model. The upper
panels show the number density and the lower panels
show the temperature profiles of the deuterium-tritium
species at the times t = 0, 20 and 40 ps, for two separate
simulations. The first simulation initialized the carbon
ions in a localized Gaussian region of waist 5µm and peak
number density 8 × 1029m−3, constituting 1.9% of the
hot-spot mass. In the second simulation, the same mass
of carbon was uniformly distributed across the hot-spot.
The carbon in the localized central mix region in-
creases the average ion atomic number, which increases
the bremsstrahlung radiation according to equation (15).
This cools the electrons, which then cool the ions. The
alpha particles transport energy from other parts of the
hot-spot into the cooler mix region. This weakens the
self heating and cools the whole hot-spot. Self-heating
and ignition occurs in the uniform mix case, but not in
the localized case.
Localized mix is more detrimental than the uniform
mix because of its radiative cooling and contraction. The
mix region reaches a much lower temperature within
40 ps. It contracts to several times the density of the
surrounding hot-spot, as shown in the upper panels of
Fig. 1. This increases the stopping power for alpha par-
ticles. Furthermore, the energy deposited in the mix re-
gion is more efficiently radiated away and wasted, since
the radiative rate scales as n2e .
Once it cools and contracts, the mix region acts as
an effective heat sink and barrier for the alpha particles,
partially separating the two sides of the hot-spot and re-
ducing the effective hot-spot areal density to below the
threshold Lawson value. Although radiative losses are
increased in the uniform case, the mix does not act as
a barrier and there is no reduction of the hot-spot areal
density. The uniform carbon mix acts purely to reduce
the self heating rate across the hot-spot, whereas the lo-
calized mix region acts as a partial barrier and heat sink
for alpha particles.
Fig. 2 shows the f0 distribution function of the alpha
particles across the hot-spot at two separate times, for
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FIG. 1. Results of two one-dimensional kinetic simulations, the first with carbon ablator mix in a Gaussian profile of waist
5µm in the centre of the simulation domain and the second with the same carbon mass spread uniformly across the hot-spot.
The (i) panels in the top row show the number density for the combined deuterium-tritium ion species at three separate times
(a) 0 ps, (b) 20 ps and (c) 40 ps. The bottom row (ii) panels show the deuterium-tritium temperature. Data for other species
are not shown. The carbon ions, assumed fully ionized, constituted 1.9% of the hot-spot mass and had peak number density
8× 1029 m−3 in the localized case and 1029 m−3 in the uniform case.
the localized case. The distributions have been multi-
plied by the spherical velocity coordinates Jacobian v2.
The fusion alpha particles are created at a fixed speed,
then slow down via collisions. The fuel temperature, and
therefore the fusion reactivity, have decreased at the later
time-step, so the supra-thermal phase space density is
lower in Fig. 2b than Fig. 2a. The high phase space
density for v < 106ms−1 is a result of the alpha parti-
cles that have slowed to form a thermal distribution with
T ≃ Te. The alpha particle stopping time is several pi-
coseconds, so the thermal particles form the majority of
the alpha particle population at the time-steps shown.
It is clear from Fig. 2 that the central mix region is
more effective at slowing the alpha particles, as there
are more alpha particles at lower velocity within the mix
region than outside of it. Since the radiative power scales
as n2e , the alpha energy is more effectively radiated once
the mix region becomes denser. This means the effects
of the mix region become worse over time, an effect that
is not observed for uniformly distributed mix.
Fig. 2c shows the alpha particle number density for the
two separate time-steps. There is a surplus of alpha par-
ticles within the dense mix region, even though the fusion
reaction rate is lower here. This shows that a large frac-
tion of alpha particles have travelled from other parts of
the hot-spot into the mix region. They then slowed down
and deposited their energy here, where it is radiated away
and wasted. By efficiently slowing the alpha particles, the
mix region acts in a similar way to the dense plasma shell.
This effect becomes more pronounced as the mix region
becomes denser at later times. These results show that
localized carbon mix is more damaging and requires a
greater ignition temperature than uniformly distributed
carbon.
KINETIC REDUCTION OF FUSION
REACTIVITY
Temperature gradients at the edge of the hot-spot are
known to cause reductions to fusion reactivity through a
purely kinetic effect [8]. At the temperatures simulated,
supra-thermal fuel ions are more likely to fuse, but also
have a longer collisional mean free path, increasing the
likelihood of their absorption by a nearby dense boundary
layer. This can deplete the tail of the distribution and
reduce fusion reactivity, even several thermal mean free
paths from the boundary.
The simulations in the present work show that this
same mechanism also affects the edge of the mix region.
Fig. 3 shows the ratio of the simulated fusion rate with
that of an equivalent Maxwellian distribution with equal
fluid moments, calculated at the 40 ps time-step shown
in Fig. 1. The volumetric fusion reaction rate was calcu-
lated by numerically integrating the fusion cross section
across the distribution function of the fuel ions in three
velocity space dimensions,
r(x) =
∫
d3v′ d3v fD(x,v
′)fT(x,v)σ(vr)vr, (16)
where vr = |v− v
′| is the relative speed of the two inter-
acting particles and σ is the fusion cross section [35].
The fusion rate is reduced in Knudsen layers at the
edge of the hot-spot and near the mix region. The de-
pletion of the tail of the distribution is strongest at the
position of steep temperature gradients. The reduction
is more severe at the edge of the hot-spot than around
the mix region.
The region of fusion reactivity reduction is wider than
the carbon mix profile, shown by the dashed line, show-
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FIG. 2. Distribution function v2f0(x, v) of the supra-thermal
alpha particles in the localized mix case, shown at times (a)
6 ps and (b) 20 ps. Fusion alpha particles are created with
speed 1.3× 107 ms−1. The thermalized alpha particles in the
red stripe (exceeding the color scale) at the bottom of each
plot have a thermal velocity vth ≃
√
kBTe/mα = 3×10
5 ms−1
and constitute the bulk of the alpha particle number density.
The central mix region is more effective at slowing the alpha
particles. Equation (2) shows that the integral of these dis-
tribution functions along the v axis gives the alpha particle
number density, shown in panel (c) for both time-steps.
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FIG. 3. Fusion reactivity of the deuterium-tritium plasma
from the one-dimensional simulation at 40 ps, calculated from
a numerical integral of equation (16) using the simulated dis-
tribution function with localized carbon mix. The reactivity
is normalized to the reactivity of a Maxwellian distribution
with identical fluid moments. The normalized profile of the
carbon mix is also overlaid with the dashed line.
ing that the carbon has an extended effect beyond its
boundaries. This is due to the long mean free path of the
faster fuel ions. Within the mix region itself, the plasma
is denser and more collisional and so the distribution is
closer to Maxwellian.
TWO-DIMENSIONAL SIMULATION
Localized mix regions may result from the Rayleigh-
Taylor instability, resulting in an extended jet shape in
two dimensions. The simulation was repeated in two
Cartesian dimensions using equivalent parameters and a
circular shaped hot-spot with radius 35µm. The mix re-
gion was initialized using a Gaussian jet with waist 5µm
in the azimuthal direction and waist 20µm in the ra-
dial direction. The centre of the Gaussian was offset in
the y direction by 25µm from the centre of the simula-
tion domain. The peak carbon ion number density was
8× 1029m−3.
Fig. 4a shows the deuterium-tritium temperature pro-
file after 40 ps. The temperature is reduced in the mix
region by radiative losses. This alters the shape of the
hot-spot to become more elongated.
Fig. 4b shows the ratio of the deuterium-tritium
kinetic fluid energy to the total energy, given by
mnu2/(2U). This is a measure of the fluid flows in the
hot-spot, and also indicates the applicability of the ap-
proximation given by equation (1). Due to the radiative
cooling around the edge of the hot-spot, there is a pres-
sure gradient which causes fluid flow. There is also a flow
of similar magnitude towards the mix region, which has
steep pressure gradients due to the radiative cooling from
the increased carbon concentration.
Due to its lower temperature, the fusion reaction rate
r is reduced in the mix region. Furthermore, inflow of the
fuel to the mix region reduces the fuel density in regions
around the mix spike. This means the reduction of fusion
rate extends beyond the boundaries of the mix region.
Fig. 4c shows the fusion reaction rate r, as calculated
using equation (16). Due to the decreased density and
the kinetic effect, the shape of the hot-spot, as measured
by the fusion burn profile, is more flattened than the
shape measured by the temperature profile.
There may be experimental signatures from the local-
ized carbon region, since the fusion neutron hot-spot im-
age [similar to Fig. 4c] is a considerably different shape
to the hot-spot X-ray emission and temperature profile
[Fig. 4a]. This may allow increased diagnostic confidence
when differentiating between uniform or localized mix.
Fig. 4d shows the ratio of the fusion reactivity to that
of an equivalent Maxwellian fuel distribution with equal
fluid moments. The Knudsen layers reduce the reaction
rate around the regions of high temperature gradients.
The reduction is maximal around the edge of the hot-
spot, reaching up to 20%. A similar reduction is also
present at the edge of the mix region. The reduction is
also more severe at the transverse edges of the jet, rather
than at its tip.
The reactivity reduction of approximately 10% will
also be expected in regions between the multiple mix
jets predicted by hydrodynamic simulations [23], a vol-
ume comprising a large fraction of the hot-spot. The
10% value obtained in these simulations is in approxi-
mate agreement with theoretical estimates [8].
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FIG. 4. Results of the two-dimensional kinetic simulation after 40 ps, with carbon ablator mix localized in a Gaussian spike of
waist 5µm in the x direction, waist 20µm in the y direction and centred at y = −25µm. The peak carbon number density was
8× 1029 m−3 and all other parameters are equivalent to Fig. 1. (a) The temperature of the deuterium tritium species, showing
the radiative cooling in the mix region. (b) The ratio of the deuterium-tritium fluid kinetic energy to the total energy, given by
mn|u|2/(2U). (c) The volumetric fusion reaction rate. (d) The ratio of the fusion reaction rate to that of a Maxwellian with
equal density, temperature and fluid velocity.
NEUTRON SPECTRUM
The contraction of the mix region may help to explain
why the measured experimental ion temperature (from
the width of the neutron spectrum) is anomalously high
compared to that expected from fluid simulations and the
measured fusion yield [3, 36]. This could be due to a sig-
nificant fraction of the hot-spot energy residing in fluid
kinetic energy rather than internal energy [37–39]. There
is an intrinsic neutron spectrum width due to ion ther-
mal motion, but fluid flows will also cause broadening.
There is residual fluid motion due to incomplete shock
stagnation. On top of this, the simulations here show
that localized regions of ablator material in the hot-spot
may radiatively cool, causing rapid contraction and ad-
ditional fluid flows. Furthermore, the mix spike is asym-
metric, leading to line of sight variations in the measured
neutron spectrum.
To investigate this effect, we calculated the simulated
DT fusion neutron spectra from the simulation shown in
Fig. 4, at the t = 40 ps time-step. There is a large inflow
towards the cooler mix region. The neutron spectrum
has a thermal broadening around the central energyE0 ≃
14MeV, given by [40]
fn ∝
∫
d3x r exp
(
−
(E − E0)
2
kBTE0
mn +mα
4mn
)
, (17)
E(x, v) =
1
2
mn(v − uDT .ˆr)
2, (18)
where rˆ is a unit vector along the line of sight, r is the
reaction rate defined in equation (16), uDT is the fuel
fluid velocity and mn is the neutron mass. The neutron
spectrum around v0 ≃ 5.2×10
7ms−1 is broadened by the
ion thermal motion and shifted by the local ion fluid ve-
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FIG. 5. Synthetic normalized neutron spectra generated from
the 40 ps time-step of the two-dimensional simulation shown
in Fig. 4. The solid line shows the case where the broadening
from fluid motion is neglected, the dashed line shows the cal-
culation with the broadening due to fluid motion for a line of
sight in the x direction, and the dotted line shows the same for
the y direction. The fitted temperatures are 4026 eV, 4464 eV
and 4526 eV respectively. Neutron scattering was neglected.
locity, which has a peak value |uDT| ≃ 2×10
5ms−1. The
spatially integrated neutron spectrum from the whole
fuel must be weighted by the fusion reaction rate r at
each point. Since uDT .ˆr is both positive and negative,
the spatially integrated spectral shift equates to an addi-
tional spectral broadening. Equation (17) assumes that
the neutrons are not scattered by collisions as they es-
cape.
The calculation was performed to find the broadening
for lines of sight in the x and y directions [Fig. 5]. The
numerical integration of equation (17) for the simulation
data at t = 40 ps was compared to the same integration
with uDT artificially set to zero. This negates the spectral
shift from the fluid motion and leaves only the thermal
broadening.
7The spectra have an increased width as a result of the
integrated fluid motion. This is a result of the motion at
the edge of the hot-spot and is also partially due to the
contraction of the mix region. There is a slight difference
in broadening in the x and y directions, as well as a small
shift of the spectrum central energy for the y direction
case. This is due to the contraction of the mix region in
the y direction. Since the effects from the hot-spot edge
are isotropic, these differences between the x and y lines
of sight are purely due to the mix region.
If the width of the spectra were to be used as an ex-
perimental ion temperature diagnostic, a fit of equation
(17) to the spectra yields T = 4026 eV in the control case,
T = 4464 eV along the x direction and T = 4526 eV in
the y direction. Therefore the inflow of hot fuel into the
mix region and dense fuel shell is enough to significantly
broaden the fusion neutron distribution. The magnitude
of this effect is similar to the known discrepancy at the
National Ignition Facility [3]. The variance in tempera-
tures from different lines of sight are also consistent with
experiments. Although the fluid flows towards the mix
region have a greater magnitude in the x direction than
the y direction, the y neutron spectrum is broader be-
cause the fusion reaction rate and neutron emission is
much greater at the tip of the mix spike than at its sides.
SUMMARY
We have used an ion kinetic model to compare the
cases of uniformly distributed and localized carbon mix.
The bremsstrahlung effects of localized mix were found
to be more severe than the same carbon mass spread
uniformly across the hot-spot. The localized mix re-
gion radiatively cools and contracts, increasing the ra-
diative losses which scale as n2e . This contraction induces
strong flows which broaden the fusion neutron spectrum,
possibly affecting experimental ion temperature measure-
ments. The cool, low density mix region acts as a bar-
rier to alpha particles, separating different parts of the
hot-spot and decreasing the effective hot-spot areal den-
sity. Kinetic depletion of the distribution tail around the
mix region reduces the fusion reactivity below that of an
equivalent Maxwellian distribution. Although all carbon
mix will raise the ignition threshold, the present work in-
dicates that localized jets of mix are especially damaging.
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